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Abstract

This paper focuses on authentication with three types of entities: a user who sends an authentication request, an authentication-server who receives and verifies the request, and a database who supplies the authentication-server with information for verifying the request. This paper presents novel authentication protocols that satisfy the following important properties: (1) secure against replay attacks, (2) the database(s) cannot identify which user is authenticating and (3) the authentication-server cannot identify to which user a given authentication-request corresponds. Firstly, we show a protocol with a single database which satisfies Properties (1) and (2). Secondly, we show a protocol with multiple databases which satisfies Properties (1), (2) and (3). A key idea of our authentication protocols is to use private information retrieval (PIR) [Chor et al. J. ACM, 1998].

1 Introduction

Identity management technologies are getting more and more essential in our life. In particular, authentication plays an important role to prevent impersonation attacks. In the meantime, much attention has been paid to protecting users’ privacy on identity management systems [10]. Indeed, due to increase of data storage available and progress of data mining technologies, it is becoming easier for adversaries to analyze user’s actions or preferences from e.g., the service logs related to the user.

In this paper, we focus on authentication with three types of entities: a user who sends an authentication request, an authentication-server who receives and verifies the request, and a database who supplies the authentication-server with information for verifying the request. These types of systems are recently becoming more and more popular (e.g., the OpenID system [1] which is a kind of single-sign-on system), since each user needs to register him/her in the system only once even in a multi-service environment, and since the risk of leakage of user-related information from an authentication-server is reduced.

This paper presents novel authentication protocols that satisfy the following important properties: (1) secure against replay attacks, (2) the database(s) cannot identify which user is authenticating (anonymity against the database(s)), and (3) the authentication-server cannot identify to which user a given authentication-request corresponds (anonymity against the authentication-server). Firstly, we show a protocol with a single database which satisfies Properties (1) and (2). Secondly, we show a protocol with multiple databases which satisfies Properties (1), (2) and (3).

A key idea of our authentication protocols is to use the private information retrieval (PIR) [8] technologies. Using the PIR technologies, a client (the authentication-server in our context) can retrieve a data string from a database without the index of the data string being revealed to the database.

Related Work

It should be noted that there already exist authentication protocols based on PIR. Bringer et al. [3, 4] proposed biometric authentication protocols based on PIR. However, unfortunately their protocols do not satisfy Properties (1) and (3).

It is known that authentication protocols based on anonymous credentials [6] or group signatures [7] also satisfy Properties (2) and (3). A merit of these protocols is that the authentication-server does not need to communicate with the manager (the database in our context) when verifying a given authentication request. However, a revocation of a group member in these schemes is known to be difficult due to the anonymity. Still, it is easy to revoke a user in our simple password-based authentication protocols.

Liao et al. [12] proposed a password-based anonymous authentication protocol. In this protocol, the authentication-
server needs to secretly store some information to verify a given authentication request. On the other hand, in our protocols the authentication-server does not need to store such information.

2 PIR Based Authentication

In this section we propose a simple authentication protocol that is based on private information retrieval (PIR). The simple protocol has properties that

- the authentication-server does not need not to store a set of passwords of users, and
- the database cannot identify which user is authenticating with the authentication-server.

2.1 Security Requirements

We consider an authentication protocol which consists of the three following types of entities:

- **Users**: A user $U_i$ is assigned a unique identifier $i \in [n] \equiv \{1, 2, ..., n\}$ and has a password $p_i \in \{0, 1\}^m$.
- **Authentication-Server**: An authentication-server $S$ verifies whether or not an entity who has sent an authentication request with identifier $i$ is truly user $U_i$.
- **Databases**: A database $D$ stores a set $P = \{p_1, p_2, ..., p_n\}$ of passwords of users.

Throughout this paper, we assume that

- each user can communicate only with the authentication-server,
- the authentication-server can communicate with both users and databases,
- each database can communicate only with the authentication-server,
- the password of each user is shared by the user and a database, and
- the authentication-server have no passwords.

Although this paper only considers protocols with a single authentication-server, it is rather straightforward to apply our protocols to multiple service environments.

In what follows, we regard each user $U_i$, the authentication-server $S$, and a database $D$ as interactive algorithm. A user $U_i$ takes a pair of an identifier $i$ and a password candidate $z$ as input, and a database $D$ takes $P$ as auxiliary input.

It is important for an authentication protocol to satisfy the following requirements:

- **Correctness**: If $z = p_i$, then the probability that the user $U_i$ is rejected by the authentication-server $S$ is negligible.
- **Soundness**: If $z \neq p_i$, then the probability that the user $U_i$ is accepted by authentication-server $S$ is negligible.
- **Anonymity against Database**: It is hard for the database $D$ to compute any information about the identifier $i$ from any information that $D$ obtains in the authentication protocol.

2.2 Simple Authentication Protocol Based on PIR

In this subsection, we construct a simple authentication protocol based on the single-database PIR protocol based on the formulation in [5].

Let $n$ be the number of data stored in the database. Let $\ell_r, \ell_q, \ell_s, \ell_a$ be any non-negative integers. Let $m > 2^n$ be the length of a password $p_i$. Let $\operatorname{poly}(\cdot)$ denote any polynomial.

**Definition 1** A single-database PIR for consists of the following three functions:

- **Query function** $Q : [n] \times \{0, 1\}^{\ell_r} \rightarrow \{0, 1\}^{\ell_q} \times \{0, 1\}^{\ell_s}$;
- **Answer function** $A : \{\{0, 1\}^m\}^n \times \{0, 1\}^{\ell_q} \rightarrow \{0, 1\}^{\ell_s}$;
- **Reconstruction function** $R : [n] \times \{0, 1\}^{\ell_q} \times \{0, 1\}^{\ell_s} \rightarrow \{0, 1\}^m$.

For integer $i$ and string $r$ of length $\ell_r$, let $Q_1(i, \ell_r)$ denotes the first element of output $(q, s) = Q(i, r)$.

These functions satisfy the following requirements:

- **For any set** $X = \{x_i \mid 1 \leq i \leq n, x_i \in \{0, 1\}^m\}$ and any $i \in [n]$,

$$\Pr[R(i, Q(i, r), A(X, Q_1(i, r))) = x_i] \geq 1 - \frac{1}{\operatorname{poly}(\log n + \ell_q + \ell_s + \ell_a)} \quad (1)$$

where the probability is taken over uniformly chosen $r \in \{0, 1\}^{\ell_r}$.

- **For any** $i, j \in [n]$, any probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm $B$, and sufficiently large $w$,

$$|\Pr[B(1^w, Q_1(i, r)) = 1] - \Pr[B(1^w, Q_1(j, r')) = 1]| < \frac{1}{\operatorname{poly}(w)},$$

where the probabilities are taken over uniformly and independently chosen $r, r' \in \{0, 1\}^{\ell_r}$ and random coins of $B$. 

Below we show a simple authentication protocol based on PIR (see also Figure 1).

1. \(U_i\) sends a pair of an identifier \(i\) and a password candidate \(z\) to \(S\) as an authentication request.

2. \(S\) chooses \(r\) randomly and computes \((q,s) \leftarrow Q(i,r)\). \(S\) sends \(q\) to \(D\).

3. \(D\) computes \(a \leftarrow A(P,q)\) and sends \(a\) to \(S\).

4. \(S\) computes \(p_i \leftarrow R(i,(q,s),a)\) and compares \(p_i\) and \(z\). If \(z = p_i\), then \(S\) outputs 1, otherwise, \(S\) outputs 0.

**Figure 1. Simple authentication protocol based on PIR.**

**Theorem 1** The simple authentication protocol based on PIR satisfies correctness and soundness.

**proof:** Due to Inequality (1) of Definition 1, the probability that \(S\) does not receive password \(p_i\) from the database \(D\) is negligible. Now assume \(S\) has successfully received \(p_i\). If \(z = p_i\), then the probability that \(U_i\) is rejected by \(S\) is negligible. If \(z \neq p_i\), then the probability that \(U_i\) is accepted by \(S\) is negligible. Therefore, the simple authentication protocol based on PIR has correctness and soundness. \(\square\)

**Theorem 2** The simple authentication protocol based on PIR satisfies anonymity against database.

**proof:** Note that \(q = Q_1(i,r)\) is all the information related to \(i\) that \(D\) can obtain in the above protocol. By Definition 1, it is hard for any polynomial-time algorithms to compute any information about \(i\) from \(q\). Hence the protocol has anonymity against database. \(\square\)

We remark that the simple authentication protocol based on PIR has two disadvantages. One is that the password candidate \(z\) is transmitted in the communication channel in Step 1. Hence an adversary can impersonate the user \(U_i\) if \(z = p_i\) is eavesdropped by the adversary. This cannot be solved by simply encrypting or hashing the password candidate, since an adversary can impersonate the user by repeating the previous communication transcript to the authentication-server (replay attacks). The other is that the authentication-server \(S\) can obtain password \(p_i\) in Step 4. This contributes to an increased risk of leakage of user’s passwords.

In the following sections, we will show authentication protocols that solve the above difficulties.

### 3 Authentication Protocol Preventing Replay Attacks

In this section, we propose an authentication protocol based on PIR which prevents the authentication-server from obtaining a password, and prevents replay-attacks. We apply the idea of challenge-response to the simple authentication protocol of the previous section.

#### 3.1 Password Protection and Security against Replay-Attack

In addition to the requirements introduced in the previous section, we consider the two following requirements.

- **Password Protection:** it is hard for the authentication-server \(S\) to compute the user’s password \(p_i\) from any information that \(S\) obtains in the authentication protocol.
- **Security against Replay-attacks:** it is hard for any adversary who can obtain transcripts of previous communication between \(U_i\) and \(S\) to be accepted by \(S\).

#### 3.2 Challenge-Response Authentication Protocol

Our protocol is based on a challenge-response authentication protocol like CRAM-MD5 [2], which uses a cryptographic hash function. We assume that there exists an ideal hash function such that

- it is hard to guess the input from an output (**one-wayness**),
- it is hard to find two inputs that hash to the same output (**collision resistance**), and
- it is hard to distinguish whether an outputs from the hash function or from true random function (**pseudorandomness**).
Readers are referred to e.g. [9] for formal definitions of the above properties.

Let $H : \{0,1\}^* \rightarrow \{0,1\}^m$ be an ideal hash function. We denote a concatenation of any strings $a$ and $b$ by $a \parallel b$.

We can construct a challenge-response authentication protocol with a single-server PIR and an ideal hash function, as follows (see also Figure 2).

1. $U_i$ sends an identifier $i$ to $S$.
2. $S$ chooses $r, r'$ randomly and independently, and computes $(q, s) \leftarrow Q(i, r)$, $S$ sends $(q, r')$ to $D$.
3. For every $1 \leq j \leq n$, $D$ computes $p'_j \leftarrow H(p_j \parallel r')$, and let $P' = \{p'_1, p'_2, ..., p'_n\}$. $D$ computes $a \leftarrow A(P', q)$, and sends $a$ to $S$.
4. $S$ computes $p'_{i} \leftarrow R(i, r, (q, s), a) = H(p_{i} \parallel r')$. $S$ sends $r'$ to $U_i$.
5. $U_i$ computes $z' \leftarrow H(z \parallel r')$, where $z$ is a password candidate, and sends $z'$ to $S$.
6. If $z' = p'_{i}$, then $S$ outputs 1, otherwise, $S$ outputs 0.

[Diagram of the Challenge-Response Authentication Protocol Based on PIR]

**Theorem 3** The challenge-response authentication protocol based on PIR satisfies correctness, soundness, anonymity against database, password protection, and security against replay-attack.

**proof:** (Correctness and soundness) Due to Inequality (1) of Definition 1, the probability that $S$ does not receive password $p_i$ from the database $D$ is negligible. Now assume $S$ has successfully received $p_i$. If $z = p_i$, then clearly $H(z \parallel r') = H(p_i \parallel r')$. Hence, if $z = p_i$, then the probability that $U_i$ is rejected by $S$ is negligible, and if $z \neq p_i$, then the probability that $U_i$ is accepted by $S$ is negligible.

(Anonymity against Database) In the above protocol, database $D$ obtains $\{q, r'\}$ such that $q = Q_1(i, r)$. Since $r$ is random value, $r'$ clearly includes no information about $i$. By Definition 1, it is hard for any polynomial-time algorithms to compute any information about $i$ from $q$. Thus the protocol has anonymity against database.

(Password Protection) The authentication-server $S$ obtains \{i, a, p', z'\} such that $p'_{i} = H(p_{i} \parallel r')$ and $z' = H(z \parallel r')$. The value $i$ is independent of both $p_i$ and $z$. Since $q = Q_1(i, r)$ and $H$ is a one-way hash function, it is hard to compute $p_i$ from $a = A(P', q)$. Due to the one-wayness of function $H$, the probability that $S$ succeeds in computing $p_i$ (or $z$) from $p_{i}'$ (or $z'$) is negligible. Therefore the protocol has the property of password protection.

(Security against Replay-attacks) Transcripts of a previous communication between $U_i$ and $S$ is \{i, r', z'\}. The probability that any adversary succeeds in computing $z$ from $z'$ is negligible, since $H$ has one-wayness and pseudo-randomness. Similarly, it is hard for any adversary to compute $H(z \parallel r')$ from $H(z \parallel r')$ with a fresh random value $r''$ with $r'' \neq r'$. Therefore, the protocol has security against replay-attack. 

4 Authentication Protocol Anonymous against Authentication-Server

In this section, we propose an authentication protocol based on PIR in which a user does not have to send his identifier to the authentication-server. Hence can neither the authentication-server or the databases identify which user corresponds to a given authentication-request.

4.1 Anonymity against Authentication-Server

In addition to the four requirements shown in the previous sections, we consider the following requirement.

- **Anonymity against Authentication-Server**: It is hard for the authentication-server $S$ to compute any information about the identifier $i$ from any information that $S$ obtains in the authentication protocol.

4.2 PIR with Reconstruction Function Not Taking Identifier as Input

In the single-database PIR of Definition 1, the reconstruction function takes an index of a data string as an input to reconstruct the corresponding data string. In this section, we use an information theoretical PIR protocol of [8] in which the reconstruction function does not take as input an index of a data string. In the information theoretical PIR, there are $k$ database-servers which have the same copies of the database.
Definition 2 An information theoretical k-database PIR without identifiers in reconstruction consists of the following three functions:

- k Query function $Q^1, \ldots, Q^k : [n] \times \{0, 1\}^{f_r} \rightarrow \{0, 1\}^{f_t};$
- Answer function $A : ([0, 1]^m)^n \times \{0, 1\}^{f_q} \rightarrow \{0, 1\}^{f_t};$
- Reconstruction function $R : \{0, 1\}^{f_k} \rightarrow \{0, 1\}^{f_m}.$

These functions satisfy the following requirements:

- For any $i, j \in [n]$ and any $r \in \{0, 1\}^{f_r}$
  \[ \Pr[Q^i(i, r)] = q_i = \Pr[Q^j(j, r') = q_j], \]
  where the probabilities are taken over uniformly and independently chosen $r, r' \in \{0, 1\}^{f_r}.$
- For any $i, j \in [n]$ and any $x \in \{0, 1\}^m,$
  \[ \Pr[R(A(X, Q^i(i, r)), \ldots, A(X, Q^k(i, r))) = x] = \Pr[R(A(X, Q^i(j, r)), \ldots, A(X, Q^k(j, r))) = x], \]
  where the probabilities are taken over uniformly and independently chosen $r, r' \in \{0, 1\}^{f_r}.$

4.3 Authentication Protocol Anonymous against Authentication-Server

The key idea of our authentication protocol is to use a public key encryption scheme. A public key encryption scheme consists of a triple of algorithms, key generation algorithm $K,$ encryption algorithm $E,$ and decryption algorithm $T,$ satisfies following properties:

- For any $\alpha \in \{0, 1\}^*$, $T(sk, E(pk, \alpha)) = \alpha,$ where $(pk, sk) \leftarrow K(1^n)$ ($y$ is a security parameter),
- Semantic secure [9] (we omit a formal definition of this property).

In our protocol, we assume that a pair $(pk, sk)$ is pre-computed, and all users have obtained $pk,$ and a manager has stored $sk$ secretly.

Our authentication protocol which realizes anonymity against the authentication-server is as follows (see also Figure 3).

1. $U_i$ chooses $r$ randomly. For every $1 \leq d \leq k,$ $U_i$ computes $q_d = Q^d(i, r)$ and $q'_d = E(pk, q_d)$ as an authentication request. $U_i$ sends $(q'_1, \ldots, q'_k)$ to $S.$
2. $S$ chooses $r'$ randomly. For every $1 \leq e \leq k,$ $S$ sends $(q'_e, r')$ to $D_e.$
3. $D_e$ computes $q_e = T(sk, q'_e).$ For every $1 \leq j \leq n,$ $D_e$ computes $p'_j = H(p_j \parallel r'),$ and let $P' = \{p'_1, p'_2, \ldots, p'_n\}.$ $D_e$ computes $a_e = A(P', q_e)$ and sends $a_e$ to $S.$
4. $S$ computes $p'_i = R(a_1, \ldots, a_n) = H(p_i \parallel r').$ $S$ sends $r'$ to $U_i.$
5. $U_i$ chooses $z' \leftarrow H(z \parallel r'),$ where $z$ is a password candidate, and sends $z'$ to $S.$
6. If $z' = p'_i,$ then $S$ outputs 1, otherwise, $S$ outputs 0.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure3}
\caption{PIR-Based Authentication Protocol Anonymous against Authentication-Server.}
\end{figure}

Theorem 4 The proposed protocol satisfies correctness, soundness, password protection, security against replay-attacks, anonymity against databases, and anonymity against authentication-server.

\textbf{proof:} (Correctness and Soundness) Since we use a public key encryption scheme, every database $D_e$ can obtain $q_e.$ This follows from Definition 2 that $S$ can obtain $p_i.$ It is clear that $H(z \parallel r') = H(p_i \parallel r')$ if $z = p_i.$ Hence, if $z = p_i,$ then $U_i$ is accepted by $S,$ and if $z \neq p_i,$ then $U_i$ is rejected by $S.$ Therefore, the protocol has correctness and soundness.

(Password Protection and Security against Replay-attacks) These can be shown similarly to Theorem 3 of Section 3.2.

(Anonymity against Database-Servers) In the proposed protocol, each $D_e$ obtains $(q_e, r')$ such that $q_e = Q^e(i, r).$
Since \( r \) is a random value, \( r \) contains no information about \( i \). By Definition 2, it is impossible for any polynomial-time algorithms to compute any information about \( i \) from \( q_e \). Thus the protocol has privacy protection.

(Anonymity against Authentication-Server) What \( S \) obtains in the proposed protocol is \( \{(q'_1, \ldots, q'_k), (a_1, \ldots, a_k), p'_i, z'\} \). \( S \) can obtain no information about \( i \) from \( q'_1, \ldots, q'_k \) since the public encryption scheme is semantic secure. Also, \( S \) can also obtain no information about \( i \) from \( a_1, \ldots, a_k \) by Definition 2. The value \( i \) is independent from \( p'_i \) and \( z' \). Therefore the protocol has anonymity against authentication-servers.

\[ \square \]

## 5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed novel authentication protocols. Firstly, we showed a protocol with a single database which satisfies correctness, soundness, anonymity against database, password protection, and security against replay-attacks. Secondly, we showed a protocol with multiple databases which satisfies anonymity against authentication-server in addition to the previous properties. The key idea is to employ PIR in the core of authentication protocols.

The authentication protocol proposed in Section 4 is based on an information theoretical PIR in which an identifier is not given as an input of the reconstruction function. However, the assumption that the multiple databases are mutually independent but yet share the same set of passwords, may be impractical. Hence our future work includes surveying or developing single-server PIR without identifiers in reconstruction. We will evaluate the computational complexity and the communication complexity of these proposed protocols.
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